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For already 10 years, HELLIN-SEBBAG office works on the conversion of hospital Saint-
Charles site into a new campus for Paul Valéry University.
Having finished the first phase in 2011, the office has delivered in summer 2017, the
second phase, also called " the wing of the Incurables ".
While the first building, dating from the 17th century and originally intended for the
poor, had been built crudely in rendered rubble stone with few façade openings, the
18th century wing of the Incurables was built in cut stone, with many decorative ele-
ments (medallions, parapets, cornices) and large windows. Despite their functional
similarities, the two buildings have qualitative differences, which led to different ar-
chitectural approaches.

Articulating the old with the contemporary

The second phase redevelops 6,377 m2 within wing called the "Incurables". The ground
floor accommodates the public for international conferences and symposiums while
the research work spaces are located on the first and second floors.

These meetings require seminar rooms on the ground floor, but especially, an am-
phitheatre which seemed almost impossible within this 18th century building with
an unsuited load-bearing structure. However, we succeeded in inserting a 100-seat
amphitheatre that occupies the full width of the central wing of this very narrow and
vaulted building.

Consequently, to plan the room layout on the ground floor, we designed a contemporary
extension, a winter garden, made up of lightweight elements: a metal structure, a woo-
den floor and movable glass strips that enable to see, in transparency from the outside,
the beautiful rehabilitated facade of the building.
Perfumed by orange trees in pots, with its pleasant layout, the winter garden becomes
the centrepiece of the building, a transitional space - neither interior nor exterior - 
between the restored stone building and the beautiful Mediterranean garden.
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